Monitoring microbiological response to antituberculosis therapy by Real-Time PCR
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Abstract: Background: M. tuberculosis grows slowly and requires several weeks to detect in clinical specimens using standard culture techniques. Messenger RNA is more rapidly destroyed in cells than rRNA or genomic DNA, assays that target mycobacterial mRNA better reflect mycobacterial viability. Therefore we evaluated performance of mRNA for monitoring response to antituberculosis therapy using Real-Time PCR. Methods: Sputum specimens from 29 tuberculosis patients confirmed by positive culture were included in this study. Sputum specimens were collected before therapy, at 1st week, 4th week, 8th week and 16th week after initiating antituberculosis therapy to evaluate acid-fast bacilli (AFB), culture and mRNA level. Results: All 29 specimens were positive for culture and mRNA before initiating tuberculosis chemotherapy. Within 29 samples confirmed by positive culture, only 22 (75.9%) patients were positive by AFB. After 8 and 16 weeks of therapy, 27 (93.1%) and 28 (96.5%) were negative by culture, 26 (89.6%) and 28 (96.5%) were negative results for mRNA, and 15 (51.7%) and 29 (100%) were negative results for AFB. Conclusion: Rapidly decline of mRNA level correlated with rapid culture clearance after anti-tuberculosis therapy.
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1. Introduction

Tuberculosis is an infectious disease caused by the bacillus Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) [1]. Tuberculosis continues to be a leading cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide [2; 3]. Despite continuous effort in the prevention, vaccination, monitoring and treatment of tuberculosis, the disease remains a major health problem in many countries particularly in developing countries including Indonesia [4; 5; 6; 7]. In 2012, an estimated 8.6 million people developed tuberculosis and 1.3 million died from the disease. Of the 8.6 million incident cases of tuberculosis estimated to have occurred; only 5.7 million were both detected and notified to national tuberculosis programmes or
national surveillance systems. About 3 million people with tuberculosis were not diagnosed or because they were diagnosed but not reported [1; 8].

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* grows slowly and requires several weeks to detect in clinical specimens using standard culture techniques. This may delay the microbiologic diagnosis of tuberculosis as compared to most other bacterial infections [9]. The conventional laboratory tests for the diagnosis of tuberculosis, which have been used for decades, are sputum smear microscopy and culture. Diagnosis based on culture is the reference standard but results take weeks to obtain [1; 10]. Detection of mycobacteria species by culture and microscopic methods remains difficult and time consuming therefore a fast and reliable diagnosis of tuberculosis would greatly improve the control of the disease [11]. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has proven to be a useful technique in the diagnosis of tuberculosis infection. Various researchers have recently described the rapid detection of *M. tuberculosis* by PCR, and many have reported a high degree of sensitivity in detecting *M. tuberculosis* in clinical samples by means of DNA amplifications [11; 12]. The problem with any PCR method is the risk of obtaining false-positive results due to contamination of clinical specimens with *M. tuberculosis* DNA product from laboratory [2; 13].

Since the discovery of messenger RNA (mRNA) as the intermediary in the transfer of genetic information from DNA to protein, it has been recognized that mRNAs tend to be highly unstable in the cell [14]. The relative stability of mRNAs contrasts with other nucleic acid species in the cell, such as DNA, transfer RNA, and ribosomal RNA [15; 16]. Because the half-life of bacterial mRNA is extremely short compared to rRNA or genomic DNA, assays that target mycobacterial mRNA better reflect mycobacterial viability [17; 14]. The ability of mRNA-based assays to distinguish viable from nonviable organisms suggests that such assays should also be useful in monitoring the efficacy of anti tuberculosis therapy [9; 18; 19]. We have conducted a prospective study to detect *M. tuberculosis* mRNA from sputum specimens. We evaluated performance of mRNA for monitoring response to antituberculosis therapy using Real-Time PCR.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample Collection

Two hundred and forty-three sputum samples from suspected tuberculosis patients were obtained from several primary health care centers in Samarinda East Kalimantan from 2011 to 2013. Microscopy and culture assay were performed according to the standard diagnostic methods employed at the Department of Medical Microbiology and Molecular Biology Laboratory in MulawarmanUniversity, Samarinda, Indonesia. Sputum specimens were collected before therapy, at 1st week, 4th week, 8th week and 16th week after initiating anti tuberculosis therapy. Standard Ziehl-Neelsen techniques using carbolfushin stain were used to detect acid-fast bacilli (AFB) in sputum smears. For mycobacterial culture and Real-Time PCR for mRNA, sputum specimens were decontaminated with *N*-acetyl-L-cysteine (NALC). Treated specimens were incubated on Lowenstein-Jensen medium for 8 weeks at 37°C [9].

2.2. Specimen Processing

Sputum was stored at 4°C for no longer than 24 hour and was then homogenized by adding 1 ml of 2.5% NALC dissolve in phosphate buffer (67mM, pH 6.8) and vortex mixing with 4-mm glass beads. Specimens were divided into aliquots of 0.5ml of homogenate and added 100µl to lysis buffer L6 (50mM Tris-HCl, 5.25M GuSCN, 20mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100) then frozen at -20°C until nucleic acid extraction described by Hatta et al. A separate aliquot of homogenized sputum was further processed with 2% NaOH-sodium citrate for microscopy and culture [20].

2.3. Nucleic Acid Isolation

Nucleic acid was extracted from homogenized sputum according to the diatom guanidiniumisothiocyanate (GuSCN) method described by Hatta et al [22; 23]. Homogenized sputum was mixed with 900µl of lysis buffer L6 (50mM Tris-HCl, 5.25M GuSCN, 20mM EDTA, 0.1% Triton X-100), vortexed vigorously, and centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 5 min. To obtain the nucleic acid, samples were lysed by incubation for 15 minutes at 18°C and 20µl of diatom suspension was added. The diatom containing the bound nucleic acid was centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 15 seconds to obtain diatom pellet. The diatom pellet was then washed with washing buffer L2 (5.25M GuSCN in 0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 6.4), rinsed with 70% ethanol and acetone, and dried by incubation at 56°C for 10 minutes. The pellet was mixed with 60µl of 10 mMTris- HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA buffer and the nucleic acid was eluted by incubation at 56°C for 10 minutes. After sedimentation of the diatom by centrifugation, the supernatant was collected and stored at -20°C until Real-Time PCR was performed [4].

2.4. Real-Time mRNA RT-PCR Assay

A Real-Time assay targeting the *M. tuberculosis*-specific antigen 85B gene was used. Inbrief, 25µl reaction mixtures containing 5µl extracted total nucleic acids, 0.5µM each primer was mixed with 25µl SYBR® Green for One-Step RT-PCR 2x Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Reaction conditions were designed as follows: RT at 48°C for 30 min, initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 min, and 40 cycles of denaturation (95°C for 15s) and annealing/extension (60°C for 1 min). Primers (MTB-85B-693F: 5’-CGA CCC TACGCA GCA GAT C-3′; MTB-85B-858R: 5’-TTC CCG CAA TAA ACC CAT AGC-3’) [7]. In this study, we were using an ABI PRISM 7300 real time PCR for mRNA quantification.
3. Results

Within 243 patients suspected tuberculosis, 61 patients confirmed with positive culture, 32 patients dropped out from this study and remains 29 patients can be followed up for AFB, culture, and mRNA. Follow up sputum specimens at selected time point before and after initiation of tuberculosis chemotherapy for 29 patients are shown in Table 1. When all 29 sputum specimens collected at time before initiation therapy, all patients sputum were positive for mRNA and culture (100%), but only 22 (75.9%) patients were positive and there were 7 (24.1%) negative for AFB. In the 1st week there were 8 (27.6%), 15 (51.7%), 14 (48.2%) negative results for AFB, culture and mRNA respectively. At 4th week of therapy, culture and mRNA were negative in 24 (82%) and 21 (72%) respectively. In 8th week and 16th week after therapy, 27 (93.1%) and 28 (96.5%) were negative by culture, 26 (89.6%) and 28 (96.5%) were negative results for mRNA, and 15 (51.7%) and 29 (100%) were negative results for AFB. Conversion of assay results from positive to negative during tuberculosis therapy was used to indicate effect of anti-tuberculosis (figure 1). Rapid decline of mRNA level correlated with rapid culture clearance after antituberculosis therapy.
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![Figure 1. Comparison positive results of Acid-Fast Bacilli, Culture, and mRNA before and after initiating tuberculosis chemotherapy.](image)

4. Discussion

Rapid diagnosis and treatment are important for preventing transmission of *M. tuberculosis*. However, the diagnosis of tuberculosis continues to pose serious problems, mainly because of difficulties in differentiating between patients with active tuberculosis and those with healed lesions [21]. Acid-fast smear microscopy and culture used to monitor the effectiveness of treatment and can help to determine when a patient is less likely to be infectious. The presence of AFB on a sputum smear indicates tuberculosis disease. Acid-fast microscopy as employed in most low-income countries are easy, quick and cheap, but its low sensitivity [22; 23]. The gold standard test for diagnosis of tuberculosis is through the culture method. Culture method is not straightforward because isolation, identification and drug susceptibility testing for this bacterium and other Mycobacterial isolates on solid media can take at least four to eight weeks or even longer [24]. Polymerase chain reaction is a useful technique in the diagnosis of tuberculosis infection. Various researchers have recently described the rapid detection of *M. tuberculosis* by PCR, and many have
reported a high degree of sensitivity in detecting \textit{M. tuberculosis} in clinical samples by means of DNA amplifications\cite{11; 12}. The problem with any PCR method is the risk of obtaining false-positive results due to contamination of clinical specimens with \textit{M. tuberculosis} DNA product from the PCR laboratory\cite{2; 13}. The results of this study show that 85B mRNA rapidly decline in response to anti-tuberculosis chemotherapy (figure 1). The major drawback in PCR technique is that it detects the genome of both the live and dead \textit{M. tuberculosis} from clinical specimen whereas the RT-PCR targeting the mRNA of \textit{M. tuberculosis} detects only the live organism in the clinical specimen. RNA-based test is likely to reflect only nucleic acid from living organisms since the turnover rate of RNA, particularly mRNA\cite{25}. The results of this study showed that Real-Time PCR technique using Primers (MTB-85B-693F: 5′-TTC CCG CAA TAA ACC CAT AGC-3′; MTB-85B-758R: 5′-TTT CCA CAA TAA ACC CAT AGC-3″) was similar to the previous study, Jou et al reported that of mRNA sensitivity were 100%\cite{26} while Negi et al showed a sensitivity of 94.67%\cite{27}. In a Real-Time reverse transcriptase PCR study by Mdivani et al showed a diagnostic sensitivity of 85.2% and specificity of 88.6% were reported. We conclude that mRNA RT-PCR assay may provide a rapid tool for monitoring anti-tuberculosis efficacy.
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